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1 Introduction 

 
1.1 Background 

 

 The threat to the viability and vitality of Ripon city centre was a key motivation to prepare 

the Plan. The purpose of this supporting document is to show how the Plan has been 

prepared to address the role of the city centre, the contribution of shopping and the 

approach to and contents of improvement of the city centre and its constituent quarters. 

 

 The Policies Map includes an inset map for the city centre for clarity. 

 

 The topics specifically addressed in this supporting document are shown on a separate 

map.   

 
2 National Planning Policy  

 
2.1 National Planning Policy Framework   

 

 There is a specific section (paras 23-27) on “Ensuring the vitality of Town Centre”. Whilst 

directed at local planning authorities, much of the content is relevant to the Plan. 

Notably: 

 

“Planning policies should… 

• recognise town centres as the heart of their communities and pursue 

policies to support their viability and vitality; 

• define the extent of town centres and primary shopping areas, based on a 

clear definition of primary and secondary frontages in designated centres, 

and set policies that make clear which uses will be permitted in such 

locations; 

• retain and enhance existing markets and, where appropriate, 

re‑introduce or create new ones, ensuring that markets remain attractive 

and competitive; 

• allocate a range of suitable sites to meet the scale and type of retail, 

leisure, commercial, office, tourism, cultural, community and residential 

development needed in town centres … 

• recognise that residential development can play an important role in 

ensuring the vitality of centres and set out policies to encourage 

residential development on appropriate sites; and 

• where town centres are in decline, local planning authorities should plan 

positively for their future to encourage economic activity.” 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/6077/2116950.pdf
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Local planning authorities should apply a sequential test to planning 

applications for main town centre uses that are not in an existing centre and 

are not in accordance with an up-to-date Local Plan. They should require 

applications for main town centre uses to be located in town centres, then in 

edge of centre locations and only if suitable sites are not available should out 

of centre sites be considered … 

 

When assessing applications for retail, leisure and office development 

outside of town centres, which are not in accordance with an up-to-date 

Local Plan, local planning authorities should require an impact assessment if 

the development is over a proportionate, locally set floorspace threshold (if 

there is no locally set threshold, the default threshold is 2,500 sq m) …” 

 
2.2 Planning Practice Guidance  

 
 PPG provides guidance on “Ensuring the vitality of town centres”.   This develops the 

approach of NPPF. The content covers having a strategic vision for town centres, town 

centre strategy, tourism and what should happen if the required development cannot be 

accommodated in the town centre (the sequential test and the impact test. PPG also 

addresses the indicators which should be used to determine the health of town centres. 

 
“The following indicators, and their changes over time, are relevant in 

 assessing the health of town centres: 

 

• diversity of uses 

• proportion of vacant street level property 

• commercial yields on non-domestic property 

• customers’ views and behaviour 

• retailer representation and intentions to change representation 

• commercial rents 

• pedestrian flows 

• accessibility 

• perception of safety and occurrence of crime 

• state of town centre environmental quality 

 
Not all successful town centre regeneration projects have been retail led or 

involved significant new development. Improvements to the public realm, 

transport (including parking) and accessibility as well as other measures 

promoted through partnership can also play important roles. 

Any strategy should identify relevant sites, actions and timescales, and be 

articulated clearly in the Local Plan, where it can be considered by local 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/planning-practice-guidance
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people and investors. It should be regularly reviewed, assessing the changing 

role and function of different parts of the town centre over time.” 

 
 
3 Local Plan 

 
3.1 Harrogate District Local Plan 2001  

 

 This Local Plan Chapter 11 on shopping contains a number of ‘saved’ policies relevant to 

Ripon city centre. 

 
 Policy S2 - Shopping centres  

 
New shopping development will be permitted in, or as an extension to, 

existing shopping centres as shown on the proposals map. (page 146) 

 

Policy S5 - Non-shopping uses in the main centres  

Within the primary shopping frontages of Harrogate, Knaresborough and 

Ripon as shown on the proposals map:  

Proposals involving either the loss of existing A1 shops in ground level 

frontages, or the creation at ground level of additional floorspace not 

intended for an A1 retail use, will only be permitted if the proposal can be 

shown to lead to an improvement in the vitality and viability of the shopping 

centre.  (page 148) 

 
3.2 Harrogate District Core Strategy - February 2009  

 
 Policy JB1: Supporting the Harrogate district economy states: 

 
The Borough Council will work with its partners and communities to 

maintain and enhance the economic role of the District and support 

innovation and enterprise with particular importance placed on:  

 
 With particular reference to Ripon city centre: 

 
a) Maintaining and enhancing the competitiveness of Harrogate’s 

conference and business tourism sector  

b) Developing sustainable holiday tourism throughout the District and 

enhance it as a year round activity  

c) Market town renaissance in…Ripon…*  

 
 Further information contained within the core strategy in relation to sustainable holiday 

tourism states: 

https://www.harrogate.gov.uk/downloads/download/38/harrogate_district_local_plan_2001
https://www.harrogate.gov.uk/downloads/download/40/harrogate_district_core_strategy_2009
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Harrogate District contains a number of significant tourist attractions. These 

include…traditional…market towns… Other attractions include Fountains 

Abbey (a World Heritage Site), Ripon Cathedral…  

Sustainable tourism growth needs to respect the high quality built and 

natural environment. Tourism should be based upon, and support, the local 

distinctiveness of the District. This sense of place creates a unique 

environment that attracts visitors.  (paragraphs 5.7 / 5.8 page 30) 

 
 In relation to Market Town Renaissance*, the core strategy states: 

 
The market towns including the City of Ripon have, over recent years, been 

the subject of various regeneration initiatives to improve their economic 

position. Improving the prospects of the market town economy is a key 

priority in the Council’s Community Plan. The Core Strategy seeks to ensure 

that market towns provide a focus for their rural hinterland providing locally 

based employment opportunities and services. Initiatives to improve the 

vitality and viability of market towns will be supported, where they facilitate 

physical renaissance whilst protecting the essential character and local 

distinctiveness of the individual settlements. (paragraph 5.9 pages 30/31) 

 
 Policy JB4 Retail and Town Centre Development addresses the roles of the town centres 

stating that: 

 
The role of Ripon as a Principal Town with the second largest shopping 

centre in the District will be protected mainly through the expansion of 

retailing adjacent to the City’s shopping area and improvements to car 

parking and the environment. 

 
3.3 Former Sites & Policies DPD 2013 (withdrawn)  

 
 This document set out: 

• Draft Policy JB7  

(a) town centre boundary and  

(b) shopping centre; primary and secondary frontages;  

 

• Draft Policy IN4  

A. pedestrian enhancement schemes / public realm improvements 

B. transport interchange area / sense of arrival improvements 

C. townscape and environmental improvements 

a. (g) landmark building / sites in need of reuse 

b. (h) Market Place, Kirkgate, Cathedral improvement area. 

https://www.harrogate.gov.uk/info/20101/planning_policy_and_the_local_plan/558/withdrawn_sites_and_policies_developm
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3.4 Consultation on Draft Development Management Policies - November 2015  

 
 This consultation revealed the continued intent by HBC to protect shopping centres and 

to provide strict control on the loss of existing shops (Use Class A1) particularly in primary 

shopping frontages, to define the extent of the Ripon primary and secondary shopping 

frontages in Ripon. This did not acknowledge the emerging neighbourhood plan and that 

it addressed the city centre. 

 
3.5 Consultation on Harrogate District Draft Local Plan - November 2016  

 
 Draft Policy EC5 Town and Local Centre Management embodies the approach taken on 

previous occasions regarding protection of town centres, (notably retail). A town centre 

boundary, shopping area boundary and primary and secondary shopping frontages were 

each defined on the Draft Local Plan Policies Map for Ripon City Centre. 

 

 The Draft Local Plan: Additional Sites Consultation of July 2017 does not refer to Ripon 

city centre. 

 
3.6 Green infrastructure SPD  

 
 The SPD includes priorities for green environment action in the City (pp 71-76) and 

proposals for Ripon city centre as follows: 

 

• Ripon bus station and environs 

• Market Place and Central Zone 

• The Cathedral area 

• Ripon Workhouse Museum and Environs 

 
 
4 Vision and Objectives 

 
4.1 Extract from Vision 

 
By the 2020s the city of Ripon will be the acknowledged centre of the 

predominately rural area of western North Yorkshire… It will be:  

 

• a meeting place of choice for culture, leisure and tourism for residents 

and visitors  

• a centre for financial and commercial services…  

https://www.harrogate.gov.uk/downloads/download/87/green_infrastructure_spd_documents
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• a convenient, accessible and attractive place for all to live including 

families, young people, the long-distance commuter, retirees, the 

elderly and native Riponians  

• offering a predominately local, independent and specialist shopping 

experience including weekly markets and a choice of significant 

supermarket shopping… 

 

The city centre’s Georgian, Victorian and mediaeval townscape and historic 

street pattern will be conserved with the Cathedral Precinct, Market Place, 

Spa and emerging Cultural Quarters integrated for the enjoyment of 

residents and visitors alike. 

 
4.2 Relevant Objectives 

 

• To strengthen the city centre as the meeting place of choice for Ripon 

residents and visitors by: 

• reviewing the use and design of the Market Place and its facilities 

• promoting highway improvements that redirect vehicular traffic away 

from Market Place 

• promoting uses that support the creation of an evening economy 

• designating ‘quarters’ to promote cultural and leisure destinations 

• reviewing the desirability of protecting shops from other city centre 

uses 

• identifying replacement and/or additional sites for car and coach 

parking 

 

 
5 Reports and information from public, practitioner and industry bodies 

 
5.1 Growing God’s Kingdom. Ripon Cathedral. (2016) 

 

 Document summarising the response to public consultation on the role and future 

direction of aspects of Cathedral life, business and contribution to Ripon, the surrounding 

area and the diocese. 

 

5.2 Cathedrals and their Communities 

A report on the diverse roles of cathedrals in modern England. DCLG 2017  

 

 This is a report on the contribution made by cathedrals rather than an analysis with 

recommendations on the current and future roles of cathedrals. Ripon is mentioned once 

in reference to the Anglo-Saxon crypt as an accessible historic resource. It anticipated 

Government announcements on the sustainability of Church of England architectural 

http://riponcathedral.info/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Cathedral-Brochure-April-2016.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/671081/Cathedrals_and_
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fabric. Ripon Cathedral has benefited from the Government’s WW1 fund (for north-east 

stonework repair and restoration).  

 

5.3 The Councillor’s Guide to Urban Design, cabe (2003)  

 

 Valuable general introductory document with sections on What Makes a Successful Place 

and Aspects of Form. This has influenced the formulation of policies to provide 

development principles for use by decision makers, especially as regards Ripon city 

centre. (Relevant also to Policy B.3: Clotherholme, notably preparation of a masterplan.) 

 

5.4 Making Design Policy Work, cabe (2005)  

 

 Background document for Local Development Frameworks written before introduction of 

neighbourhood planning. suggests approaches to design policy at different geographical 

scales and policy levels. 

 

5.5 Design in Neighbourhood Planning, Locality 2016  

 

 Background document more suitable for neighbourhood plans which include design 

guidelines for sites. 

 

5.6 THE NORTHERN POWERHOUSE Where do Market Towns Fit In?  

Hyde and Dodgson for RSA. March 2016  

 

 Background document prepared to address the potential impacts of the Government’s 

Northern Powerhouse initiative. The NP focusses on the economic potential of the 

northern cities (Liverpool, Manchester, Bradford, Leeds, Sheffield York and Hull and their 

hinterlands) to increase growth and productivity. This would be supported through 

investment in skills development and infrastructure investment, notably in transport. The 

concern of towns and villages in the rural areas is how to contribute to and benefit from 

this initiative. This is about recognition of those economic sectors that are rurally based 

as well as the ability of towns and villages to access, if not provide, services, skills and 

connectivity with the major cities and their enhanced corridors.  

 

 The conclusions stress the need for these communities to develop the skills to create 

local solutions that will increase local productivity - Community Capital. The report 

proposes further projects to develop relationships between towns and 

education/training providers and hub-working. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.designcouncil.org.uk/sites/default/files/asset/document/councillors-guide-to-urban-design.pdf
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20110118205745/http:/www.cabe.org.uk/files/making-design-policy-work.pdf
https://neighbourhoodplanning.org/.../Design-in-Neighbourhood-Planning_FINAL22
https://www.thersa.org/globalassets/pdfs/reports/rsa-northern-powerhouse-mti-fellowship-report.pdf
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6 HBC reports and commissioned evidence 

 
6.1 Harrogate District Retail Study 2014 (Peter Brett Associates)  

 
 The relevant Findings and Recommendations from the study are shown in the following 

extracts: 

 
9.2.6  Ripon City Centre is an attractive centre with a good convenience 

retail offer, a good range of services and a below average vacancy 

rate. However, its comparison retail offer is relatively weak and the 

recent loss of national multiples from the city centre points to its 

vulnerability. The priority for Ripon should therefore be to strengthen 

the range and diversity of its comparison retail offer. This might be 

achieved by providing additional modern floorspace for comparison 

retailers and by nurturing the city centre’s independent retail offer so 

that it might provide more quality independents of the type that are 

more evident in centres such as Harrogate and Boroughbridge. 

 

9.3.2  Ripon City Centre is the dominant destination for comparison 

expenditure within its own zone (with a market share of 39.4 per cent 

in Zone 6) but does not draw any significant market share from any 

other zone within the study area. 

 

9.3.6  The majority of Harrogate and Ripon residents’ convenience retail 

expenditure is spread amongst a number of convenience stores in 

and around the respective towns. However, the Morrisons in Ripon 

and Boroughbridge both benefit from a high market share indicating 

that there may be scope for some increased convenience 

competition. 

 

9.5.1  Additional modern retail units in Ripon City Centre to accommodate 

the requirements of ‘high street’ comparison operators. The City 

Centre is under-represented in several key comparison goods sub-

sectors and has limited representation from national multiples. In 

order to address these deficiencies and bolster the performance of 

the centre, it is important to ensure that Ripon remains competitive 

and is able to offer the appropriate type of floorspace required to 

maintain operator interest and attract new occupiers. 

 

9.6.7  The requirement for additional convenience retail floorspace over the 

study period is negative. On the basis of our assessment there is no 

quantitative need for any additional convenience floorspace in the 

https://www.harrogate.gov.uk/downloads/file/272/retail_study_2014
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District before 2026. This is as a result of the good levels of existing 

provision within Harrogate and Ripon and the scale of existing 

planning commitments. These commitments represent a large claim 

on surplus expenditure which is already estimated to be limited as a 

result of low expenditure growth rates and increasing rates of special 

forms of trading (e.g. online shopping). 

 

9.6.15  In Ripon we consider the key development site to be the car parking 

to the east of the Market Place, off Victoria Avenue. The site was 

partly allocated in the Local Plan of 2001 and was subsequently 

developed to extend ‘The Arcade’ shopping centre. Provided that city 

centre car parking facilities were not compromised and that access to 

the existing Sainsbury’s foodstore could be maintained then we 

consider that additional comparison retail development could be 

accommodated here as a further extension to ‘The Arcade’. Such 

modern floorspace would help the city centre to attract and retain 

national multiple retailers. 

 

9.6.18  The identified shopping frontages within the main three town 

centres – Harrogate, Knaresborough and Ripon – are also considered 

to be largely accurate, subject to a small number of suggested 

alterations.....In Ripon we recommend that the primary shopping 

frontages should be extended to take account of new retail 

development at The Arcade and Marshall Way in order to preserve 

the potential for linked trips between the Booths and Sainsbury’s 

foodstores and the rest of the city centre. 

 

 These conclusions and recommendations are addressed in section 8 following. 

 
6.2 Local Retail Impact Thresholds - December 2014 (Peter Brett Associates)  

 
 The principal conclusions from this guidance note for HBC are: 

 

3.12 Ripon City Centre is identified as an attractive centre with a good 

convenience retail offer, however the comparison retail offer is 

considered to be relatively weak – the recent loss of national 

multiples from the city centre indicates vulnerability… the priority for 

the city centre should be to strengthen the range and diversity of its 

comparison retail offer, best achieved by nurturing the centre’s 

independent retail offer. 

 

https://www.harrogate.gov.uk/downloads/file/269/local_retail_impact_thresholds_advisory_note_2014
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3.1 … centres identified to be at particular risk from further edge or out of 

centre retail development include…Ripon (comparison sector in 

particular); 

 

4.3 Tables 9 (convenience retailing) and 10 (comparison retailing) 

summarise the findings of all factors considered in Section 3 of this 

note. as a result of all the factors considered, we recommend that 

the Council (HBC) should consider the following proportionate retail 

thresholds in its emerging Local Plan. All figures relate to gross 

floorspace proposed, whether from new development, extensions or 

mezzanine applications, or change of use: 

Ripon - 1,000 sq.m for both convenience and comparison retail. 

 

4.4 The above recommended thresholds would not necessarily rule out 

future retailing in edge or out of centre sites. Where centres are 

healthy and resilient, an impact assessment alongside a sequential 

assessment could demonstrate that applications are acceptable. The 

thresholds should simply be seen as a trigger point for the further 

scrutiny of future retail proposals through the decision-making 

process. Given the continued threats to high streets and town centres 

this is an important consideration to ensure their future vitality and 

viability is protected in line with Policy JB4 of the Harrogate Core 

Strategy. 

 

4.5 We recommend that the Council should also include reference in any 

policy to the occasional need for such assessments for smaller retail 

developments where particular concerns arise as a result of the size 

and nature of any proposals as, over time, local circumstances may 

change. In such circumstances however, the Council will need to 

justify any request carefully and require a ‘proportionate’ approach 

to any impact assessment, in line with guidance in the NPPF. 

 
4.7  (partly rephrased) …due to the relatively small number of 

applications for ‘other’ main town centre uses, and the wide range 

of uses classified as such uses, we do not believe it is appropriate to 

set specific floorspace thresholds.  

 

 These conclusions and recommendations are addressed in section 8 following. 
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6.3 Harrogate Retail Study Update by PBA December 2016  

 
 This update affirms the conclusions and recommendations form the 2014 study was 

regards Ripon, notably the continuing opportunity for additional convenience retail but 

not for convenience retail. The update noted the opening of the out-of-centre Aldi 

foodstore on Stonebridgegate in 2016 and included the then unimplemented Morrisons 

foodstore and DIY permission at Harrogate Road. Since the report the latter permission, 

given its decision date, would have expired, although HBC has not confirmed whether 

this is correct. 

 

 However, the update was too early to refer to the out-of-centre Rotary Way retail 

development (open A1) for which planning permission was delegated to the Chief 

Planning Officer in July 2017, the recommendation having been for approval. 

 

 These conclusions and recommendations are addressed in section 8 following. 

 
6.4 Spa Gardens Management and Maintenance Plan updated 2016-2017 (Appendix C.g)  

 

 This report shows the scope and ambition of current practice. It does not address the 

wider public realm between the two open spaces nor recognise the synergy potentially 

connecting them. 

 

 
7 RCP reports and studies  

 
7.1 City centre issues and opportunities assessment (Appendix C.a)  

 
 This study is drawn from photographic images of the city centre. The purpose is to 

summarise key issues that act as drawbacks to vitality and viability. It then addresses the 

emerging opportunities that are emerging from initial consultation on the plan including 

the definition of quarters, shopping viability, the city centre as the “meeting place of 

choice” and possible areas for action.  

 
7.2 City centre boundary and quarters review (Appendix C.b)  

 
 The city centre boundary was most recently drawn in the HDLP2001. Since that time 

significant proposals and development have been completed including Marshall Way, 

west of Market Place retail development and housing development south of Water 

Skellgate. Given the concern for the viability of the city centre a review of the boundary 

was undertaken. This revealed three areas of concern: the overlooked Spa Gardens and 

Spa Park, the lack of options for new shops (should there be a demand for them) and the 

weakness of shops on High Skellgate, beyond Westgate, and the north of North Street.  

https://www.harrogate.gov.uk/downloads/file/2366/retail_study_update_peter_brett_2016
https://cityplanripon.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/appc-g-spa-gardens-man-plan-2016-final.pdf
https://cityplanripon.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/appc-a-city-centre-issues-assessment.pdf
https://cityplanripon.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/appc-b-boundry-and-quarters-review.pdf
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 The review also revealed the different characters of parts of the city centre. Each was 

important in its own right yet contributed an integral role within the city centre itself. 

This realisation gave confidence to amend the city centre boundary and to identify four 

quarters as a basis upon which to develop policies that addressed the concerns not only 

for viability but also vitality. The latter was important with regards to Ripon as a visitor 

and cultural destination supporting the cathedral precinct and supporting cultural and 

community facilities in the Northern Quarter 

 
7.3 Protected Frontages Appraisal January 2016 (Appendix C.c)  

 
 This document is the product of work analysing occupancy of Ripon city centre. 

 

 Protection of retail premises from change of use to other activities has been a long-

standing element of planning for town centres. The most evident intent has been to 

prevent loss of shops to financial services and food and drink premises. Over recent years 

there have been several changes in shopping habits, not least on-line shopping, which 

have resulted in a fall in demand for shop premises, especially those with poor layout, 

access and location. 

 

 The financial crash of 2008 and resulting austerity along with changes in shopping habits 

raised national concern over increasing vacancy rates in town centres. Protecting shop 

frontages came to be seen as an additional burden preventing vacant shops from being 

gainfully used contributing to a run-down appearance of town centres and inhibiting 

investment. 

 

 This concern was evident in Ripon in the application to prepare a neighbourhood plan. A 

key focus of a plan was to be the revitalisation of the city centre including reuse of empty 

shops as a specific matter to be addressed. 

 
 In 2012 the Greater Ripon Improvement Partnership initiated a survey of city centre uses 

using the Action for Market Towns benchmark. This was repeated in 2013 and again in 

September 2014. (Further reviews have been undertaken, the most recent in early 2017.) 

The significance of these surveys has been to show the revival of the city centre as 

identified by a fall in vacancy rates and an understanding of those properties that are 

more likely to be re-occupied. More basically the surveys have provided data on shop 

frontage uses. This knowledge has raised concerns about the protected frontage policies 

adopted by HBC in the 2001 Local Plan and intended to be continued in the former Sites 

and Policies DPD and the emerging Local Plan. The NPPF approach to protected frontages 

is understood. 

 

https://cityplanripon.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/appc-c-protected-frontages.pdf
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 The practical effect of the local policy approach has been inflexible in that properties 

have needed to have been vacant and marketed for a year before change of use planning 

permission would be considered. Three cases on the Market Place highlighted this 

approach: the former Stead and Simpson shoe shop, the former Burton outfitters and the 

former Bon Marche ladies’ wear shop. All were either refused planning permission for 

change of use or held vacant in accordance with policy. They are now in beneficial use 

respectively as Yorkshire Building Society, Prezzo (restaurant) and Costa Coffee and 

contribute to the viability and vitality of the city centre whilst nine being Class A1 retail. 

 

 Whilst shops are an important element of the city centre it was considered that a 

broader, more inclusive approach to land use should be sought in City Plan.  The reality is 

that street frontages in the city centre had long contained a mix of uses. These reflect the 

changing role of the city centre as described in the plan’s Vision – “a meeting place of 

choice”. The highest status being afforded to shopping increasingly seemed out of step 

with the vision and was seen to be a contributor to preventing the growth of an evening 

economy. 

 

 In 2012 the Government introduced new permitted development rights for change of use 

of shops which, although presented as a temporary measure, clearly indicate a primary 

intent to see properties reused.  However, as the change of use right was itself time 

limited there was a time when the continuation of each individual change of use would 

require planning permission. An appropriate policy was considered necessary to be 

promoted in the plan. 

 

 HBC published a retail study for the district’s centres in 2014 prepared by PBA (see 6.1 

above). This study covered a range of issues including commenting upon quantitative and 

qualitative need for additional retail floorspace and suggestions for accommodating 

these needs. The recommendations for Ripon are considered elsewhere in the plan 

under possible sites for new shops. 

 

 PBA considered also town centre boundaries and protected frontages. Whilst PBA 

considered the existing shopping centre boundary to remain accurate it does recommend 

that the primary frontage should be extended to take account of the new retail 

development at The Arcade and Marshall Way. PBA did not consider a need to amend 

the secondary frontages but commented on “appropriate flexibility in the weaker 

centres” (i.e. Ripon…). 

 

 Peter Brett Associates (PBA) prepared a guidance note for HBC dated December 2014 on 

assessing balanced impact thresholds for the shopping centres in the district, including 

Ripon. This built on the Retail Study completed by PBA earlier in 2014. The thresholds 

recommended by PBA for Ripon can be accepted for purposes of preparation of City Plan. 
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These apply only to retail use, not other major city centre uses. What the plan should 

clarify is the area to be used for the application of the thresholds.The Harrogate District 

Local Plan 2001 defined a shopping area (Policy S2). This was within the city centre 

boundary itself. City Plan has taken a more comprehensive approach to the city centre by 

the extension of the area and the definition of four quarters. The shopping area is now 

exclusively within the Market Place quarter and it is this boundary that should now be 

used for application of the impact tests. 

Appendix C.d explains this matter more explicitly. 

 
7.4 Regeneration Policy Areas and Action Areas review (Appendix C.e)  

 
 The Preliminary Draft Plan proposed several areas in the city centre in need of 

comprehensive and integrated attention to address environmental and related issues. 

These were called regeneration policy areas in anticipation of further work to address 

what action would be appropriate. Following the consultation, it was decided to review 

these areas for the Draft Plan. A schedule is at Appendix C.e that summarised these 

changes. Each Action Area is proposed to have a complementary project that will set out 

the scope of works and responsibilities for delivery. 

 

 The action areas and Cathedral precinct are supported by the HBC Green Infrastructure 

SPD. 

 
7.5 Sites for new shops 

 
 The HDLP 2001 appeared to suggest that the areas both west and east of the Market 

Place would accommodate growth in new retail floorspace. West of market place was 

completed in 2010, the Arcade development east of market place some time before. The 

initial surveys of vacant units in the city centre identified that there was a greater 

proportion of older units with poor configuration and access and that they were generally 

in a poorer condition. However, several of these units provided reasonable 

accommodation for A2 and A3 uses. The challenge was to identify possible sites for new 

shops which could meet modern requirements. It was appreciated that the historic 

nature of Ripon’s Market Place and adjoining streets would be unlikely to offer significant 

opportunities for speculative development (although niche and independent retailers 

may be attracted to vacant units in these locations. 

 

 The HBC owned coach park, postal sorting office and Finkle Street Post Office were 

considered to provide an opportunity for a comprehensive development. HBC was seen 

as the lead partner and this was discussed with relevant parts of the Council. The 

relocation of the coach park by management or development required the involvement 

of the Council This suggestion was put forward in the Preliminary Draft Plan. 

 

https://cityplanripon.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/appc-e-regeneration-policy-areas-and-action-area-assessment.pdf
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 The PDP had also identified land to the west of north Street as a regeneration 

opportunity. This area includes yards and burgage plots facing onto the Marshall Way 

public car-park and with pedestrian access from North Street. Accordingly, this site was 

identified for a shopping development in the Draft Plan. Subsequently it was learned that 

HBC had been in discussion for several years with a developer seeking planning 

permission to develop the site. 

 

 The PBA Retail reports (see extracts in 6 above) have provided evidence of demand for 

comparison shopping in Ripon 

 
7.6 Community facilities 

 
 Two public sector initiatives have been underway during preparation if the Plan: health 

care and the Spa baths. A comprehensive project known as Healthy Ripon was launched 

in 2013, the purpose of which was to bring together Ripon hospital, the city’s three 

general practices, and extra care accommodation. This was based upon land to the west 

of the city owned by North Yorkshire County Council. Additionally, the Spa Baths would 

be relocated to provide a new facility that could be used for hydropathic treatments. 

 
 This specific initiative foundered but the need to retain health services in Ripon continues 

with active partnership between HBC, the health trust and GPs. HBC has declared its 

intention to relocate the public swimming pool to the Camp Close leisure centre and 

releasing the Spa baths to the health services. With this evidence the plan is able to 

promote the approach in Policy C.4 

 
7.7 Cultural facilities 

 
 The Plan encourages the Cathedral Chapter to prepare a masterplan for the Cathedral 

precinct. The arrival of a new Dean in 2015 has resulted in a substantial initiative to 

enhance and expand the Cathedral’s facilities. This evidence justifies the Plan’s approach 

in Policy C.5. 

 

 The Northern Quarter includes the cultural facilities of the Workhouse and Prison and 

Police Museums, Allhallowgate Church and community centre and Ripon Operatic Society 

rehearsal rooms. The Ripon Museum Trust acquired the Workhouse site in February 

2017. This will enable a significant expansion of this visitor destination. With this 

evidence the plan is able to promote the approach in Policy C.3. 
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8 Analysis and commentary 

 
 One of the main reasons for key stakeholders within the City coming together and 

wanting to prepare a neighbourhood plan was the belief that Ripon could build a 

stronger, more competitive economy if it were able to embrace localism and develop a 

new strategic approach, particularly around the city centre economy. 

 

 An initial photographic survey (Appendix C.a) looked at the city centre to identify physical 

aspects and places of concern. This pointed to opportunities for environmental action 

and property investment. 

 

 The role of the city centre as “the meeting place of choice” was embedded in the Vision 

following the initial public consultation. The diverse activities that would contribute to 

this role suggested that a fresh approach needed to be taken with how the city centre 

was perceived. Through the “living over the shop” initiative the city centre had to a 

degree become a place to live. It also retained business and professional services, 

predominately on upper floors, with a strong representation of financial services at street 

level. The proximity of the hospital (although with a limited range of services but 

including wards) and the city’s three general practices meant that the city centre 

provided a significant health care role for the city. Visitors have come to Ripon since the 

establishment of Wilfrid’s church in the seventh century. The presence of the Cathedral 

and the three museums were drawing between them around 120,000 visitors a year. 

 
 It was evident that the existing Planning perspective of the city centre, principally one 

about shopping and public services, was insufficient to guide the Vision of a “meeting 

place of choice”. The City Plan needed to do several things: 

 

• promote a fresh recognition and perception of the breadth of diverse 

uses and activities, notably as a place of entertainment, culture and 

refreshment 

• seek greater flexibility in shopping provision 

• enhance the city centre as a visitor destination including the Cathedral 

and museums, 

• engage with service provision in the health and recreation sectors 

• suggest those parts of the city centre in need of revitalisation 

 
 The HDLP2001 had defined the extent of the city centre and the shopping area. It had 

also indicated areas for development which had now been implemented. To gain a 

current understanding of the city centre and how its different roles were expressed 

spatially a thorough review was carried out. (See Appendix C.b). This review of the city 

centre boundary showed as well that the Spa Gardens and Spa Park had been seen more 
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as city wide open space to be protected rather than as being an important component of 

the city centre. The review questioned as well the extent of the city centre on North 

Street following the construction of Marshall Way. New functions such as the cinema (a 

former large furniture shop) were breaking up the periphery of former retail frontages. 

This review lead to the promotion of quarters as the basis for city centre identity and 

policy. 

 

 Greater flexibility in uses was sought because the traditional, established Planning 

approach to protection of shops from the incursion of other uses in the frontage was 

seen to inhibit occupation of property and detract from vitality of the city centre. This 

would lead to the collection of information on vacancy, previous use, retail type and 

other factors upon which to review the efficacy of protected frontages. It led also to a 

review of the protected frontages from the HDLP2001 (App C.c) and Impact thresholds 

(App C.d) explained in section 7 above. 

 

 The opportunity for new shops and preferred locations have been addressed. (the 

inclusion of an opportunity to incorporate a hotel is addressed in the supporting 

document D.) 

 
 The approach to relocation of the Spa Baths and subsequent opportunity for 

reconfiguration of health services to enable provision to remain within the city centre is a 

significant dimension of the Plan and the function of the city centre. Whilst the earlier 

initiative no longer appears to enjoy its initial profile, the investigation by HBC for a new 

swimming bath is understood to be including liaison with the health services on how to 

use the opportunity to secure and enhance provision. 

 

 Action Areas have been identified to focus available resources on three parts of the city 

centre. (See Appendix C.e). It is possible that a broader partnership of HBC, the Cathedral 

and the Ripon Museum Trust will come forward to co-ordinate the regeneration of the 

East of Market Place area (Policy C.2) providing support for the city economy and visitor 

destination through its retail and cultural sectors as well as improvements to car parking. 

 

 The Action Area proposals need a realistic commitment to secure their implementation. 

Complementary projects are identified in the plan. It is intended that Ripon City Council’s 

City Development initiative should promote and initiate these in partnership with 

Harrogate Borough Council, especially where the latter has a significant stake in property 

and can offer available skills. In other cases, local partnerships, perhaps through the local 

Community Interest Company, may act as an implementation mechanism. 

 

 Guidance on the need for decision making clarity has required policy development to 

identify development principles. The city centre has the strongest townscape and 

streetscape character. Investigation of best practice and interpretation of comments on 
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the functioning of the city centre regarding access generated the recognition of urban 

design terminology familiar with practitioners if not the wider public. Accordingly, getting 

around the city centre, recognising landmarks, connecting up the different quarters and 

key buildings has led to the use of terms such as “permeability’ and “legibility”. These 

contribute to wider development principles that have identified the development 

principles that should be applied to development proposals. These will be in policy. 

 

 Other elements of the Plan that have a city centre dimension are the priority for housing 

on windfall sites (Policy E.1), investigation of a new highway (including Firby Lane and 

Low Skellgate) (Policy G.1), protection and improvement of footpaths to address 

permeability (Policy G.2), revitalisation of landmark buildings (Policy H.3) and protection 

of the city skyline (supporting the World Heritage Site Buffer Zone) (Policy A.5). 

 

 A summary of policy development for the city centre is included at Appendix C.f that 

shows the path from HDLP2001, through the former SPDPD to the Plan. Having 

considered the range of issues relevant to the city centre and the available evidence it is 

concluded that the draft policies set out in section 9 following should be included within 

the Plan. 

 
 
9 Policy wording 

 
9.1 Policy C.1 - City Centre Quarters 

 
Encouragement will be given to proposals which enable each one of the quarters (as 

shown on the Policies Map - City Centre Inset) to develop its individual atmosphere and 

contribution to the vitality and viability of the city centre.  

 
In particular, proposals are encouraged within the Quarters to provide: 

 

• Market Place Quarter: 

• additional comparison shopping 

• additional hotel accommodation 

• public parking improvement 

• footpath improvement 

• improvement of the Kirkgate Yards 

• improvement to the Market Place and to Westgate 

 

• Northern Quarter: 

• additional cultural and community facilities 

• footpath improvement 

• improvement to the Allhallowgate Yards 

https://cityplanripon.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/appc-f-summary-of-policy-development.pdf
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• Cathedral Precinct: 

• enhanced visitor facilities for Ripon Cathedral and facilitate the 

Cathedral’s operational and music requirements and parochial role 

• reduce vehicular traffic within the precinct 

• integrate the Cathedral forecourt with Kirkgate and the Courthouse 

Gardens 

• enable visitor access throughout the Courthouse Museum 

• revitalise Minster House coach house 

• enhance and conserve the churchyard including the management 

of tree cover and the protection and restoration of boundary walls 

and other means of enclosure 

• improve the connectivity of the precinct with the Bondgate Green 

Urban Village 

 

• Spa Quarter: 

• additional community facilities, notably as regards health care 

• public parking improvement 

• enhancement and integration of the Spa Gardens and Spa Park 

• use of the Spa Baths Pump Room 

 
9.2 Policy C.2 - East of Market Place Improvements 

 

Proposals to improve legibility, permeability and accessibility between the Cathedral 

Precinct, Kirkgate Yards, central car parks, the bus station, shopping developments and 

Allhallowgate in the Cathedral Precinct, Market Place and Northern Quarters will be 

encouraged through: 

 

• realisation of development opportunities such as the Cathedral stone 

yard, vacant and landmark buildings, new shops and opportunities arising 

from improvement in the capacity of public car parks 

• improvement in the capacity of the public car parks, including the 

feasibility of introducing additional parking deck(s) between the 

Cathedral and St Marygate car parks, including co-ordination of 

management of on- and off-street parking 

• public realm and environmental improvement 

• improved quality of routes for pedestrians, cyclists, local service vehicles 

(including to the rear of Kirkgate, Market Place East and Court Terrace) 

and contributing to the reduction in vehicular traffic within the Cathedral 

Precinct itself 

• revitalisation of Kirkgate Yards Action Area 
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• installation of accurate, integrated, legible and well-designed signage for 

the area (extending throughout the city centre) 

 
Proposals will be expected to conform to the development principles set out in Policy C.1 

 
9.3 Policy C.3 - Northern Quarter Improvements 

 
Proposals to improve the legibility, permeability and accessibility of Allhallowgate with 

the Market Place Quarter will be encouraged through: 

 

• realising the potential of the Workhouse Museum 

• public realm and environmental improvement, including safe highway 

crossings and formalising and enhancing footpaths 

• revitalisation of Allhallowgate Yards Action Area 

• exploring the potential of surplus accommodation at the existing 

telephone exchange for community use 

 
Proposals will be expected to conform to the development principles set out in 
Policy C.1 

 
9.4 Policy - C.4 Spa Quarter Improvements 

 
Proposals to improve the legibility, permeability and accessibility of Park Street and Firby 

Lane with Westgate and the Market Place Quarter will be encouraged through:  

 

• A comprehensive approach to development proposals affecting Ripon 

Hospital and Ripon Spa Baths. In the event that either community facility, 

in whole or in part, should become surplus before the other, 

development proposals would proceed as follows: 

 
a. if Spa Baths is vacated first then the premises should be made 

available to facilitate improvements to Ripon Hospital and/or other 

health services; the front range being a listed building, should retain 

public access to its notable interior 

b. if Ripon Hospital is vacated first (alternative hospital premises 

having been provided elsewhere in Ripon) and is not required for 

alternative health services, the listed hospital buildings may be 

converted for residential use and the remainder of the site made 

available for residential use incorporated within an extension of the 

Spa Gardens, owing to its accessible location 

c. should the Spa Baths become available following (b) then, other 

than the front range being retained for a use permitting public 

access, the premises shall be made available for residential use 
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within an extension of the Spa Gardens owing to its accessible 

location. 

 

• In the event that additional parking capacity is provided off Firby Lane a 

management arrangement should be entered into between the health 

services and HBC to afford an increase in general public parking. 

• Vacant premises at Black Swan Yard owned currently by NYCC should be 

incorporated within a wider public parking scheme and / or redeveloped 

for residential use. 

• A comprehensive public realm improvement of Park Street and Firby 

Lane 

• Integration and remodelling of Spa Park and Spa Gardens including the 

traffic calming of Park Street to provide improved pedestrian and cycling 

facilities. 

 
Proposals will be expected to conform to the development principles set out in 
Policy C.1 

 

9.5 Policy C.5 - Market Place, Westgate and west of Market Place Improvements 

 

Proposals to improve legibility, permeability and accessibility of the Market Place, 

adjoining streets and the Marshall Way car park will be encouraged through: 

 

• public realm and environmental improvements in the Market Place and 

Old Market Place and Marshall Way car park 

• installation of accurate, integrated, legible and well-designed signage for 

the area (extending throughout the city centre) 

• finding a sustainable solution to the conservation and presentation of the 

historic telephone kiosks and cabmen’s shelter 

• consideration of the requirements for sustaining the market as a 

traditional feature of the city centre’s vitality 

• reallocation of highway space on Westgate with regard to pedestrians, 

cyclists and other vehicles 

• proposals to remove extraneous traffic 

 
Proposals will be expected to conform to the development principles set out in Policy 
C.1. 
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9.6 Policy C.6 - Shopping improvements 

 
Support will be given to enhancing the viability and vitality of the city centre through the 

provision new shops suitable for comparison shopping at the locations shown on the 

Policies Map - City Centre Inset: 

 
A. In the event of the relocation of existing coach parking and the vacation of premises 

currently occupied as the postal sorting office and the inclusion of the Victoria Grove 

short stay car park, there is an opportunity for comprehensive development to provide 

modern comparison shopping floorspace; the upper floors of such development could be 

developed as a new hotel. 

 
Proposals will be expected to conform to the development principles set out in Policy C.1 

and by demonstrating that they: 

 

• are accessible from Finkle Street (incorporating the existing Post 

Office building if possible) and Moss’ Arcade 

• have regard to the amenity of existing dwellings on Victoria Grove and 

Finkle Close 

 
B. Conversion of existing vacant buildings and land and the construction of new buildings 

to the rear of nos. 80-86 North Street and facing the Marshall Way car park and shopping 

area. 

 
Proposals will be expected to conform to the development principles set out in Policy C.1 

and by demonstrating that: 

 

• they have sought to protect and retain existing mature tree cover. 

 
Proposals to form new display windows and shop entrances will be encouraged along 

elevations as shown on the Policies Map - City Centre Inset. 

 

9.7 Policy C.7 - Sequential Test Area, Impact Test Thresholds and Protected Shopping 

Frontages 

 

For the purposes of determining proposals for retail development, sites within the 

defined Market Place Quarter of the city centre will be treated as “in centre” locations in 

accordance with the NPPF. For the purposes of determining proposals for B1 offices, 

leisure uses, or for other main town centre uses defined by the NPPF, the outer boundary 

of all city centre quarters will be treated as “in centre” locations in accordance with the 

NPPF. 
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An Impact Assessment as defined by the NPPF must support proposals for retail and 

leisure developments of the following sizes and in the following locations as shown on 

the Policies Map having regard to the size of the city: 

 

• 1000 square metres or more for convenience and comparison retail 

located outside of the Market Place Quarter but within the city centre; 

• 1000 square metres or more located outside the city centre for retail, 

but within the development limit. 

• 1000 square metres or more of leisure development located outside 

the city centre but within the development limit 

 
Planning permission will be granted for the change of use of a “unit” on the protected 

shopping frontages shown on the Policies Map (City Centre inset map Market Place 

Quarter), the most recent use of which was A1, provided that this is to another “A” use 

and there remains at the time of the application in excess of 50% of units in A1 use at 

ground floor level on these frontages, except where the unit is in recently-developed 

properties at The Arcade and Marshall Way where such change of use will not be 

supported. 

 
9.8 Extracts from Policies Map and City Centre Inset 
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10 Complementary Projects 

 
The content of complementary projects for the city centre (or potentially to include the 

city centre) are included in the Appendix to the Plan document. 

 
C. Strengthening the City Centre 

 

• City Centre Signage and Way Finding Strategy and Delivery Plan 

• Car Park Improvement and Capacity Study 

• Victoria Grove Retail and Hotel development prospectus 

• Cathedral Precinct Masterplan 

• Market Place, Westgate and West of Market Place Environmental 

Improvement Action Plan 

• Kirkgate Yards Environmental Improvement Action Plan 

• Allhallowgate Yards Environmental Improvement Action Plan 

• Spa Gardens and Spa Park Environmental Improvement Action Plan 

 

F. Enjoying Open Space and Providing Community Facilities 

 

• Arts and Culture Centre Viability Study 
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11 Appendices 

 
C.a City centre issues and opportunities assessment 

C.b City centre boundary and quarters review 

C.c  Protected Frontages 

C.d Impact thresholds 

C.e Regeneration Policy Areas and Action Areas reassessment 

C.f Summary of policy development 

C.g Spa Gardens Management and Maintenance Plan 
 
 


